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Abstract—In-memory computing is emerging as a promising
paradigm in commodity servers to accelerate data-intensive
processing by striving to keep the entire dataset in DRAM. To
address the tremendous pressure on the main memory system,
discrete memory modules can be networked together to form a
memory pool, enabled by recent trends towards richer memory
interfaces (e.g. Hybrid Memory Cubes, or HMCs). Such an intermemory network provides a scalable fabric to expand memory
capacity, but still suffers from long multi-hop latency, limited
bandwidth, and high power consumption—problems that will
continue to exacerbate as the gap between interconnect and
transistor performance grows. Moreover, inside each memory
module, an intra-memory network (NoC) is typically employed to
connect different memory partitions. Without careful design, the
back-pressure inside the memory modules can further propagate
to the inter-memory network to cause a performance bottleneck.
To address these problems, we propose co-optimization of
intra- and inter-memory network. First, we re-organize the intramemory network structure, and provide a smart I/O interface
to reuse the intra-memory NoC as the network switches for
inter-memory communication, thus forming a unified memory
network. Based on this architecture, we further optimize the
inter-memory network for both high performance and lower
energy, including a distance-aware selective compression scheme
to drastically reduce communication burden, and a light-weight
power-gating algorithm to turn off under-utilized links while
guaranteeing a connected graph and deadlock-free routing.
We develop an event-driven simulator to model our proposed
architectures. Experiment results based on both synthetic traffic
and real big-data workloads show that our unified memory
network architecture can achieve 75.1% average memory access
latency reduction and 22.1% total memory energy saving.

I. Introduction
The last decade has witnessed a rapid growth of digital
data, covering each field of humankind interests. Analysis
from International Data Corporation (IDC) shows that we can
expect a 300-fold increase in digital data, from 130 exabytes
to 40,000 exabytes, to be processed by various computing
systems from 2005 to 2020, i.e., doubling every two years [1].
The above facts give birth to the widely circulated concept of
Big Data [2], [3], [4], which poses significant performance and
energy challenges to data movement and storage, especially
for low-latency web services and real-time data analytics. To
provide fast access to large-scale data stores, recent systems
strive to fit entire application data into main memory, such
as in-memory databases [5], [6], [7] and general-purpose big
data analytics platforms [8], [9].
While these in-memory computing techniques [10], [11]
accelerate CPU processing speed with the vast amount of data
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largely residing in main memory, they also pose significant
challenges in DRAM scaling, especially for memory capacity.
If the large dataset cannot fit entirely in memory, it has to
be spilled to disk, thus causing sub-optimal performance due
to disk I/O contention. Unfortunately, with the current DDRx
based memory architecture, the scaling of DRAM capacity
falls far behind the growth of dataset size of in-memory
computing applications [12]. A straightforward approach to
increase memory capacity is to add more CPU sockets for
additional memory channels. However, this will introduce
significant hardware cost [13]. Moreover, in a multi-socket
server system, only a small fraction of data resides in the
local memory directly attached to the processing CPU. As a
result, frequent remote-socket memory accesses are needed to
access the vast majority of the dataset. In traditional processor
interconnects that connect multiple sockets, such as Intel
QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) [14] and HyperTransport [15],
remote memory access has to be routed through the processor
before reaching the remote memory, as shown in Figure 1a,
which may incur significant non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) delay.
As technologies are now coming to market to allow discrete
memory modules in a server to be networked together, such
as the Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) [16] and HP’s The
Machine project [17], we can disaggregate the per-socket local
memory to form a separate shared memory pool for all CPU
sockets. Similar to the memory blade [18], [19] concept at the
rack scale for memory expansion and on-demand allocation,
the memory pool can efficiently scale the memory capacity
to accommodate the vast dataset for in-memory computing,
and provide on-demand memory allocation to different CPU
sockets depending on the workload requirements. For example,
Figure 1b shows the processor-memory architecture in a 4socket server system. Inside the memory pool, a memory
network1 is employed as the communication backbone. For
each memory node, we leverage 3D-stacked memories like
HMCs, with an intra-memory Network-on-Chip (NoC) on the
bottom logic layer which connects the I/O ports to the memory controllers (MCs) for internal memory access. Recently,
Kim et al. [20], [21] proposed the memory network concept
mainly for memory bandwidth improvement and explored
different inter-memory network topologies. However, in order
to provide a high-performance and low-power memory system
1 We will use “memory network” and “inter-memory network” interchangeably throughout this paper.
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Fig. 1: Illustration of processor-memory interconnect in a multi-socket server system with (a) CPU-centric network, and (b) memory-centric
network.

for in-memory computing, we still face the following critical
challenges: First, the intra-memory NoC has not been optimized for the unique intra-memory traffic pattern, and it lacks
efficient coordination with the external network. Consequently,
the back-pressure inside the memory modules can further
propagate to the inter-memory network to cause a performance
bottleneck. Second, the inter-memory network may suffer
from severe traffic congestion and high energy consumption
because of the intensive access to the in-memory dataset which
generates frequent multi-hop network traversals.
To address these challenges, we provide co-optimization of
intra- and inter-memory network, which provides a unified
memory network architecture for in-memory computing workloads. Specifically, we redesign the intra-memory network and
its I/O interface to inter-memory network for fast end-to-end
memory access. In addition, for the inter-memory network, observing that there is no direct communication between memory
modules, we propose customized network traffic compression
and link power-gating techniques to address the latency and
power challenges due to the massive number of memory
access to the shared memory fabric. In summary, our main
contributions are as follows:
• Based on the study of in-memory computing workloads,
we identify them as one of the most suitable applications for
the disaggregated memory pool architecture. Furthermore, we
reveal the inefficiencies of existing memory network designs
to support such big data workloads.
• We propose a unified memory network design, which
reuses the intra-memory networks built into the memory
modules as the intermediate switches for the inter-memory
network. The redesigned intra-memory network provides both
local routes for high-bandwidth local memory access and
bypass routes to accelerate remote node access.
• For inter-memory network, we design a customized
network compression architecture to drastically reduce the
communication loads. A distance-aware selective compression
algorithm is proposed to reduce the data compression and
decompression overhead.
• We identify off-chip links to be the major power consumer

of the memory system and discover the skewed load distribution in the memory network. To address the high link power,
we propose a novel power-gating algorithm customized for
the unique network traffic pattern, which always guarantees a
connected graph with deadlock-free routing.
• We implement an event-driven simulator to evaluate all
above techniques, running both synthetic traffic and real inmemory computing workloads. On average, our approaches
achieve 75.1% latency reduction for memory access and 22.1%
energy saving for the entire memory system.

II. Background
In this section, we briefly introduce the background of inmemory computing, and discuss the disaggregated memory
pool architecture to support such emerging applications.
In-Memory Computing: In-memory computing has become a widely adopted technology for real-time analytics
applications in the industry. One important application is inmemory database such as SAP HANA [5], VoltDB [6], and
IBM DB2 BLU [7], which strives to fit an entire database
in memory, potentially obviating the need of paging data
to/from mechanical disks. In a related field, the open-source
community is also actively advancing big data processing
frameworks that leverage in-memory computing. For example,
Spark [8] is a cluster computing framework optimized for data
reuse in iterative machine learning algorithms and interactive
data analysis tools. Unlike MapReduce [22] which has to
write data into external storage system (e.g. HDFS [23])
for data reuse between computations, Spark creates a new
distributed memory abstraction [24] and lets users explicitly
persist intermediate dataset in memory, which can achieve up
to 100× performance speedup.
Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA): On the flip side,
in-memory computing workloads heavily rely on memory
capacity. Increasing the number of CPU sockets grants us
additional memory channels to connect more DIMMs, but
comes with significant hardware cost [13]. In addition, the
long NUMA latency in remote CPU sockets will become a
major obstacle for real-time in-memory computing. To get a

sense of the latency discrepancy between local and remote
memory accesses, we execute lmbench [25] in a native twosocket server system running Red Hat 6.6. Each socket consists
of a dual-core AMD Opteron 2216 processor with 8GB local
memory. The benchmark iteratively conducts read operations
on memory arrays across the entire memory address space.
We use Linux API numactl to collect NUMA statistics. Note
that the entire memory hierarchy is measured, including cache,
main memory, and TLB latency. As shown in Figure 2, we
report the average memory read latency in nanoseconds per
load when varying the memory array sizes, with a stride2 size
of 64 bytes.

layers form a vertical slice or vault. In addition, each vault has
a memory controller (MC) in the logic base which manages
all the memory operations within that vault. In the logic layer,
as shown in Figure 3b, there is also a switch that connects
the I/Os with the vault MCs. For example, with 16 vault MCs
and 8 I/O ports, a 24×24 crossbar network can be formed. We
denote such on-chip network as the intra-memory network.
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Fig. 2: The comparison of local and remote memory read latency for
various memory sizes, with a stride size of 64 bytes. The results are
reported in nanoseconds per load.

As we can see from both Figure 2a and Figure 2b, for small
array sizes, the chance of a cache hit is high and the loads
will be very fast. The latency difference between local and
remote memory accesses becomes apparent when the array
size exceeds 1.5MB, which is mainly due to the delay in crosssocket HyperTransport [15] links. For distributed file systems
such as HDFS [23] on which MapReduce or Spark frameworks
run, the block size is usually as big as 64MB or 128MB.
Compared to the local memory access, the remote memory
access latency is increased by 57.3% for CPU 0 and 96.8%
for CPU 1, averaged through the array size of 1.5MB to 64MB.
Therefore, such NUMA latency is clearly undesirable for realtime in-memory computing.
Disaggregated 3D-Stacked Memory Pool: Instead of
monotonically increasing the per-socket memory capacity
while still suffering from long NUMA latency, we can disaggregate the local memory system into a shared memory
pool. This is enabled by the emerging three-dimensional (3D)
memory stacking [26], [27], [28], [29] technology, which not
only multiplies the per-node capacity by stacking multiple
DRAM layers together, but also enables discrete memory
modules (e.g. Hybrid Memory Cubes, or HMCs) to be networked together with a scalable memory fabric. For example,
Figure 3a shows a conceptual diagram of the HMC structure.
An HMC consists of a single package containing multiple
DRAM dies and one logic die. These different dies are stacked
together with through-silicon vias (TSVs). At each DRAM
layer, the memory is partitioned, with each partition consisting
of multiple banks. Furthermore, different partitions across
2 The stride of an array is the distance between the starting memory
addresses of 2 adjacent elements.

(b) Intra-memory network in the logic layer

Fig. 3: Hybrid Memory Cube (HMC) organization

Additionally, enabled by the memory interface integrated in
the logic base, multiple HMCs can be interconnected to form
an interconnection network—the so-called (inter-) memory
network [20]. Industry efforts from HP [17] and IBM [30]
also demonstrate technology trends towards memory network
for efficient main memory expansion. Note that we use HMC
as the main memory module in our design as an example,
although the memory modules can be generalized to any
stacked memory on top of a logic layer.

III. Challenges of Memory Network Design
The main purpose of initial memory network efforts [20],
[21] is to enable direct inter-memory connection for bandwidth
enhancement, instead of routing through traditional QPI [14],
HyperTransport [15], or NVlink [31]. However, to facilitate
the adoption of memory network for in-memory computing
applications, we still need to resolve many critical performance
and power challenges.
A. Massive Data Access
In-memory computing not only requires high memory capacity for data store, but also generates highly frequent memory accesses. As a result, the shared memory network may
experience heavy traffic due to frequent data transfer over the
network. To show the memory access intensity of in-memory
computing workloads, we run word-count jobs on both
MapReduce and Spark frameworks natively on a quad-core
server with 16 GB memory, using the same 10GB Wikipedia
dataset provided in BigDataBench [2]. Figure 4 compares the
execution time of these two different applications, as well as
their memory access intensity measured by average number of
memory accesses per second.
As shown in Figure 4a, using in-memory computing, Spark
achieves over 5× performance speedup compared to MapReduce. However, the intensity of memory accesses of Spark
application is also over 9× higher. Therefore, both the intra-
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Fig. 4: Evaluation of word-count jobs on a 10 GB Wikipedia
dataset, using MapReduce and Spark frameworks, respectively. (1)
The total execution time of the job, and (2) the memory intensity
measured by the average number of memory accesses per second.
Results are normalized.

and inter-memory network should be optimized to accommodate the intensive memory access.
B. Bottleneck at Intra-Memory Network
It is still not clear how we should handle the interface
between the intra- and inter-memory network. Without careful
design, even though we can have a robust and scalable intermemory network to connect many memory nodes, the intramemory NoC may become the performance bottleneck due to
the massive number of memory accesses.
A generic design to coordinate the inter- and intra-memory
network is shown in Figure 5a. We call it the decoupled network. It uses separate network routers and links for different
networks. However, there is only a single channel connecting
an inter-memory router to the intra-memory NoC, which will
become the traffic bottleneck for all local memory accesses.
In contrast, inspired by the design of the recent Anton 2 [32],
[33] supercomputer, we propose a unified network as shown
in Figure 5b. The intra-memory NoC will be reused as the
router for inter-memory network. In this way, both networks
will be seamlessly integrated/unified. We will provide more
details of this design in Section IV.

the I/Os with MCs. It provides short end-to-end diameters but
poor scalability, because it comes with tremendous number of
wires and interior pass-gates (O(N 2 ) where N is the number
of I/Os plus MCs). Also, some internal bandwidth in a fullyconnected crossbar is wasted as MCs do not communicate with
each other.
Therefore, to maximize the potential of our unified intraand inter-memory network, we need to (1) design a lightweight
and scalable intra-memory network topology for fast memory
access, and (2) minimize the interference of intra-memory and
inter-memory traffic.
C. Problems with Inter-Memory Network
It is very straightforward that the inter-memory network
may experience heavy network congestion due to intensive
memory accesses. In the meantime, the high energy consumption to serve these packet traversals should also be studied.
3D-stacked DRAM memory facilitates high-speed serial links between processor and memory nodes for highbandwidth data transfer, but at a high power cost. Figure 6
shows the power breakdown of a 3D-stacked DRAM based
on the HMC prototype. The detailed evaluation methodology
is described in Section VI-D. As we can see, the inter-memory
(off-chip) links consume a dominating percentage of the total
memory power, which increases from 49.7% to 61.3% when
technology scales from 45nm to 22nm.
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However, with such a unified network design, the intramemory NoC may still congest the network because it has
to serve heavily interfering packets from both intra-memory
and inter-memory communication. Moreover, the conventional
intra-memory network employs a crossbar structure to connect

Figure 7 shows the total access count of all the network
links in a 4×4 mesh network after profiling an in-memory
computing workload (Spark-wordcount) in our system
(see Table I in Section VI). Note that the five ports (including
local port) per router represent its five output links. We observe
that the utilization of different links in the memory network
varies significantly. Therefore, while link power is a major
concern for the memory network, the skewed traffic pattern in
the network presents opportunities to avoid power wasted on
under-utilized links.
Therefore, in the following two sections, we will optimize
both the intra- and inter-memory network to address these
challenges.

IV. Intra-Memory Network Design
Interconnecting many memory modules that themselves
contain on-chip networks adds a new layer of complexity to
the network design. Here we propose a unified intra- and
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inter-memory network for fast memory access. As shown in
Figure 5b, the key idea is to reuse the intra-memory network
to implement the switching functionality of the inter-memory
network. To avoid congesting the intra-memory NoC, we will
propose a light-weight intra-memory network structure, and
further optimize the I/O interface to deflect inter-memory
traffic from polluting intra-memory network.
A. Overview of Network Architecture
Figure 8 shows a high-level view of our processor-memory
network architecture. Sixteen memory modules form a disaggregated memory pool using a mesh-based inter-memory
fabric, shared by four CPU sockets. Inside the CPU or memory
nodes, there are Network-on-Chips (NoCs) to connect multiple
cores (for CPU nodes) or multiple memory partitions (for
memory nodes). Note that prior work [20] has explored more
complex inter-memory network topologies such as distributed
flattened-butterfly with additional links for latency reduction,
but can suffer from link over-subscription, highly-skewed
router radix, and high network power. Instead, we adopt a simple mesh based inter-memory network, as shown in Figure 8a,
and focus on its coordination with intra-memory network for
fast memory access. Figure 8b shows the channel structure
between a processor and a memory module, and between two
memory modules. As illustrated in Figure 5b, such unified
network architecture provides significant design simplicity and
efficiency, with a low-cost intra-memory network not only
serving as the communication backbone for internal memory
access, but also as a bridge to connect with inter-memory
network for end-to-end latency reduction.
However, as discussed in Section III-B, the intra-memory
NoC may still experience significant delay due to the inefficient crossbar structure and the heavily mixed intra- and
inter-memory traffic. Moreover, the back-pressure inside the
memory modules can further propagate to the inter-memory
network to cause a performance bottleneck. Therefore, in order
to fully utilize the potential of our unified network architecture,
two challenges remain to be solved: (1) we need to replace
the conventional crossbar structure with a lightweight and
scalable topology for fast intra-memory access; (2) we need
to minimize the interference between intra- and inter-memory
traffic to avoid NoC congestion.
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B. Intra-Memory Network Topology
In replacement of the crossbar structure, we propose two
intra-memory network designs as shown in Figure 9. Internally, the 16 vault MCs form a network. Due to packageand board-level design considerations, the high-speed I/O pins
are distributed along the edge of the chip, and are directly
connected to the edge MCs. Here we use 4 I/O pairs for
connections from different directions: North (N), East (E),
South (S), and West (W), with a subscript to indicate input
(in) or output (out) port.
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connect the I/Os with the memory controllers (MCs). (a) Mesh based
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Various topologies can be applied to the intra-memory
network. For example, Figure 9a shows a simple 4×4 mesh
network. However, the direct links between different MCs are
redundant as MCs do not communicate directly with each
other. Instead, they only receive memory requests from the
input ports and reply to the output ports at the edge. Being
aware of such traffic pattern, we design a customized topology
to connect MCs and I/O ports, derived from the structure
of reduction/dispersion tree [34]. As shown in Figure 9b,
the direct MC-to-MC links are removed. The reduction tree
is designed for the low-latency delivery of packets from
the internal MCs to the edge output port, and conversely
the dispersion tree carries input requests to the destination

MCs. Unlike normal switch designs [35], [36] that usually
employ a crossbar between input and output ports, we only
need simple 2-to-1 multiplexers for the reduction tree, which
multiplexes packets from the local port with those already in
the network; and 1-to-2 de-multiplexers for the dispersion tree,
which dispatches the packets to either the local output port
or the input of another de-multiplexer. Virtual channel (VC)
based buffering is needed at each node for reducing head-ofthe-line blocking. Routing and output port selection logic is
not necessary, and just one arbiter is required per node.
C. Smart I/O Interface
As illustrated in Figure 5b, the intra-memory network is
reused as the router for the inter-memory network—the four
I/O pairs implement the functionality of the four router ports
(north, east, south, and west). In this way, the local memory
is attached to the inter-memory network through the I/O
interfaces and communicates with other nodes.
There are two types of on-chip routes: 1) local routes for
packets that are destined to an internal memory partition within
this node, and 2) through routes for packets that are passing
through the intermediate node destined to a remote node. For
local routes, as shown in Figure 9b, packets firstly hop along
the edge routers, and then follow the dispersion tree to the
destined MC for memory access. For through routes, packets
can quickly bypass the intra-memory network through the edge
routers that are coupled with I/O ports. As shown in Figure 9b,
since we use dimension-order routing for the inter-memory
network, the I/O ports are organized in pairs, with each pair
consisting of an input port and an output port following the
same dimension. Every I/O pair is attached to a single router
for fast intra-memory bypassing. For example, Sin and Nout
are paired. Suppose a packet enters Sin of memory node 10
but its final destination is node 6, as shown in Figure 8a. Due
to our proposed intra-memory network organization, it can
promptly exit at Nout via the edge router, without traversing
multiple hops inside node 10. In summary, with our smart I/O
interface, the inter-memory traffic is handled along the edge
routers, so that the intra-memory network can dedicate its full
bandwidth for fast local memory access without interference
from inter-memory traffic.

V. Inter-Memory Network Design
Our prior unified network design eliminates potential bottleneck at each local node, but for the inter-memory network
which connects all these nodes, it may still suffer from
insufficient network bandwidth and high network energy to
handle the massive number of memory accesses. Therefore,
in this section, we mainly focus on the optimization of intermemory network to achieve both high performance and low
power network design.
A. Distance-Aware Memory Network Compression
If we can reduce the packet count from the source, both
performance and energy of the processor-memory network
will be optimized. To achieve this goal, we propose a generic

memory network compression technique, which transmits data
packets through the network in a compressed format. Unlike
NoC compression [37] which usually deals with homogeneous
multi-core architecture with symmetric on-chip cache traffic,
memory network compression needs to be aware of two design
implications:
• The off-chip processor-to-memory traffic is asymmetric.
CPU nodes actively generate memory messages while memory
nodes only passively receive/reply those requests. There is no
direct communication between memory modules.
• As shown in Figure 5, even with our unified network to
avoid all memory traffic going through a single network interface between intra- and inter-memory network, the four I/O
pairs per memory node still have to handle highly concentrated
memory traffic from 16 MCs as shown in Figure 9b. Thus, it
will be costly to perform data compression/decompression at
these interfaces for every packet.
Therefore, we first provide a decoupled encoder/decoder
placement strategy to accommodate the asymmetric processorto-memory traffic. Then, we propose a novel distance-aware
selective compression algorithm to reduce network burden
without incurring unnecessary energy and delay overhead. One
nice merit of our design is its compatibility with all kinds of
data compression techniques. We use the state-of-the-art delta
compression [38], [39], though our compression architecture
design can be applied to other compression techniques [40],
[41].
1) Decoupled Encoder/Decoder Placement
Compression (encoder) and decompression (decoder) units
can be integrated in the network interface (NI) of every
processor and memory node, as shown in Figure 10a. As
such, the incoming packets can be decompressed for local
usage, and reversely the response packets can be compressed
before being ejected to the network. However, this design
generates more hardware overhead as some of the decoders
are redundant. Unlike processors, memory nodes are used for
storing data rather than actually processing them. As a result,
a compressed packet from the source processor does not need
to be decompressed at the destination memory node. It only
needs to be decompressed when fetched by a processor.
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Fig. 10: Different placement strategies for the encoders/decoders
in order to support memory network compression. (a) All processors and memories have encoders/decoders; (b) Processors have
encoders/decoders, while memories only have encoders.

Therefore, observing such traffic pattern, we can decouple
the encoder-decoder pairs at each node. As shown in Fig-

2) Distance-Aware Selective Compression
Due to frequent memory access, the energy and delay
overhead associated with the compression/decompression operations is undesirable. Therefore, instead of letting data go
through the compression engine all the time, we explore a
selective compression algorithm to pick a subset of network
packets for compression.
It is straightforward that the decision of performing compression or not depends on the compression ratio. However,
the exact compression ratio of each packet is not known as a
priori, before entering the compression engine. Another related
metric is distance, or hop count (H). The higher the hop count
is, the more energy and latency saving a compressed data block
can achieve. The dynamic energy saving (∆E) of a compressed
packet can be modeled as:
∆E = Eb ∗ L p ∗ λ ∗ H − Ecomp

(1)

Where Eb is the energy per bit per hop (including a link and a
switch), L p is the length of the original uncompressed packet,
λ represents the compression ratio, and Ecomp stands for the
energy overhead of compression.
The latency saving (∆t) of compression can be approximated
as:
∆t = tser ∗ λ ∗ H − tcomp
(2)
Where tser is the serialization latency of an uncompressed
packet, and tcomp is the compression delay.
As we can see from Equations 1 and 2, both energy and
latency savings are proportional to the compression ratio and
hop count, while other parameters depend on the hardware

implementation of compression algorithms. We can obtain
the average packet compression ratio by either profiling the
application off-line or tracking the compression ratio online
on an epoch basis. For simplicity, we use an off-line profiling
scheme to avoid additional hardware overhead to track the
compression process. Then, based on Equations 1 and 2,
we can obtain the minimum required distance (denoted as
H0 ) to perform a compression operation. Figure 11 shows
our distance-aware compression architecture. The distance to
the destination node (H) can be obtained by checking the
destination address encoded in the packet header. If H is larger
than H0 , the packet will be compressed by the encoder and
finally sent to the network through the network interface (NI).
Otherwise the original uncompressed packet is ejected to the
memory network.
Proc/ uncompressed
Mem

> H0 ?

Y

Encoder

compressed

N

IN

ure 10b, the processors have the complete encoder-decoder
pairs, but the memory nodes only have encoders. By removing the redundant decoders, we can not only reduce
the hardware overhead but also avoid some unnecessary
decompression/compression delay. The reason we still keep
an encoder at each memory node is because, we strive to
maintain the flexibility of our compression algorithm, so that
both processors and memories can selectively compress certain
packets, as will be illustrated in the following subsection. Note
that, we do not opt to increase the effective memory capacity
as in conventional memory compression schemes. Our design
still allocates a fixed block size (e.g. 64 bytes) in the DRAM,
even if the data block is compressed. The space saved due
to compression can be used for other usage such as error
correction [42], which is out of the scope of this paper.
Since we make no attempt to save capacity, every cacheline
has the same starting address as an uncompressed memory,
thus there is no complication in locating a block. Then we just
need meta-data to store the (rounded) length of the cacheline.
We can use 3 bits per 512-bit (64B) cacheline to indicate
its length after compression, with a granularity of 8B so that
”111” ((7+1)*8B=64B) means an uncompressed cacheline. For
example, if a cacheline is compressed into 26B, its meta-data
will be ”011”. The additional physical memory to store the
meta-data is thus 3/512=0.6% overhead.

Network

Fig. 11: A distance-aware compression architecture, which selectively
compresses packets based on their distance to the destination nodes.

Back to our placement strategy of encoders/decoders as
shown in Figure 10b, the processors may choose not to
compress a packet when sending it to a nearby node. However,
in case the data packet is requested by a remote processor, it
may be compressed at the memory side before being ejected
back to the memory network for traffic reduction.
B. Memory Network Power Management
In addition to the above performance optimization techniques, as illustrated in Section III-C, an efficient powermanagement scheme is required to deal with the powerhungry off-chip links. A straightforward solution is to aggressively shut down some under-utilized network links —
power-gating. However, power-gating memory networks faces
many challenges: (1) we have to assure a connected graph
after turning off some links, otherwise some nodes may be
isolated and require a long wake-up latency in the order of
a few microseconds [43]; (2) we have to guarantee deadlockfree routing in the network with some links disabled; (3) we
need to minimize the latency penalty due to adaptive routing
and the corresponding hardware overhead.
Most NoC power-gating techniques [44], [45], [46], [47]
do not meet requirement (1) because NoC routers/links have
an affordable sleep/wake-up latency in the order of several
nanoseconds. Other link power-gating techniques [48], [47]
build either a power-performance graph or a spanning tree to
form a connected graph, but require complex routing tables
and other logic to remember the reconfigured topology for
fully adaptive routing, thus fail to meet requirement (3). In
contrast, we build a customized power-gating scheme to fulfill all three requirements, motivated by the unique pattern of
the processor-memory traffic: there is no direct communication
between memory nodes. Therefore, if we remove all horizontal
links (dashed links as shown in Figure 12) except for the top
and bottom rows, CPU to CPU/Memory traffic will not be

affected at all using existing X-Y routing, and memory to
CPU traffic can still use deadlock-free minimum-path routing
by slightly modifying the X-Y routing algorithm: we use two
additional bits per node to indicate the connectivity of two
horizontal output links. If a packet needs to go horizontally
indicated by its X-offset but the corresponding link is turned
off, it will go through the Y-dimension link indicated by the
Y-offset instead. For example, the bold path in Figure 12
shows the routing path from Mem 5 to Processor 3 when the
Eout links of both Mem 6 and Mem 10 are off. Theoretically
50% of the network links can be turned off if the network is
infinitely large.
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In this section, we describe the simulation and workload
setup to evaluate different processor-memory network designs.
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buffer utilization, and when Ubu f f er falls below the threshold
αlow , the corresponding input link will be shut down. To decide
when those power-gated links should be turned on, we monitor
the red links as in Figure 12: if Ubu f f er exceeds the threshold
αhigh , the corresponding two horizontal output links of its
upstream router will be simultaneously powered on. We use
a simple example in Figure 12 to explain this methodology: if
both Wout and Eout of Mem 10 are on, Mem 11 to Processor 2
traffic will use Wout of Mem 10, Mem 9 to Processor 3 traffic
will use Eout of Mem 10, and Mem 5 to Processor 3 traffic
shown in the figure will also use Eout of Mem 10. However,
if either Wout or Eout is off, Sout of Mem 10 will be utilized
instead. Thus, if we detect congestion in Sout , its upstream
node Mem 10 will turn both Wout and Eout on if they are in
off state.

Processor 3

A. Simulator Setup
Fig. 12: Illustration of our power-gating mechanism: dashed links
are power-gating candidates. All dashed and red links are coupled
with utilization trackers to monitor the buffer usage for link on/off
decision-making. The bold path from memory node 5 to processor
3 shows the deadlock-free routing path after Eout of Mem 6 and
Mem 10 have been power-gated.

Now that we have identified the links that can be powergated while meeting all three requirements, the remaining
challenge is to dynamically turn links on and off, in order
to maximize power savings without causing over-congestion
in the border or vertical active links. Here, we use buffer
utilization (Ubu f f er ) to monitor the usage of an input port:
t

Ubu f f er =

sw
(F(t)/B)
∑t=1
, 0 ≤ Ubu f f er ≤ 1
tsw

(3)

where F(t) is the number of input buffers that are occupied at
time t, B is the input buffer size, tsw is the sampling window
size in clock cycles. The sleep latency of a link is set to 680 ns
according to the specification [43], while its wake-up latency
is conservatively assumed to be 5 µs [20]. To minimize the
performance impact of state-transition of these links, we set
the sample window to be 20× of the wake-up latency, i.e.
100 µs. Even during the transition time, requests can still be
served by other enabled links without running into deadlock.
Furthermore, we use two threshold levels (αlow and αhigh ) to
indicate the low and high utilization of the input port:
0 ≤ αlow  αhigh ≤ 1

(4)

The threshold levels are application-dependent. Here we conduct a simple off-line profiling to determine the lowest and
highest buffer utilization in the network, then set αlow and
αhigh as the 25% and 75% quantile, respectively. All the powergating candidates (dashed links) will be monitored for the

We implement an in-house C++ based event-driven simulator (15,000 lines of code) from scratch to model the
processor-memory networks in a multi-socket server system.
The backbone of the simulator models an interconnect network
which supports a full spectrum of topologies, routing, flowcontrol, and allocation algorithms. It is also able to model
different endpoints that are attached to the network switches.
Specifically, the processor nodes are modeled as active terminals that issue memory requests based on the specified traffic
patterns. The memory nodes are modeled as passive terminals
which only reply to read/write requests. Table I shows the
basic configurations of CPU, memory, and interconnect. In
our evaluation, we model a 4-socket server system with 16
HMC-like memory nodes (4GB each). For a fair comparison, we keep the processor bandwidth constant for both
traditional CPU-centric network and our proposed memory
network. Specifically, we assume a total of 256 high-speed
lanes connecting the processor and its nearby memory nodes,
with each lane operating at 10Gbps. As for intra-memory
NoC, we use a classic router architecture with 4-stage pipeline
and 4 virtual channels (VCs) per port. A network packet
consists of 4 flits and each flit is 16-byte long. Additionally, we
accommodate the SerDes delay (1.6 ns for each of serialization
and deserialization) and compression/decompression delay (1
cycle for each).
The simulator keeps a well-structured class hierarchy that
allows creation of heterogeneous radixes of routers to form
various network architectures. Table II describes various
processor-memory network designs we have implemented.
B. Workloads Setup
To evaluate various network designs, we implement different synthetic traffic patterns in our simulator: uniform-random,

TABLE I: System (CPU, memory, and interconnect) configurations
CPU & Memory
Off-chip CPU-to-Memory channel
On-chip intra-memory network
Additional delay

4 sockets; 2GHz; 64B cache-line size; 16 memory nodes; 4GB per node; 100 cycles memory latency
256 lanes in total (128 input lanes and 128 output lanes); 10Gb/s per lane
4-stage router pipeline; 4 VCs per port; 4 buffers per VC; flit size = 16B; maximum packet size = 4 flits
3.2ns SerDes lantecy (1.6ns each); 2 cycles compression/decompression delay (1 cycle each)

TABLE II: Comparisons of different processor-memory network designs
PCN
MCN
dMCN
uMemnet
uMemnet+Comp
uMemnet+Comp+PG

Processor-centric network, as shown in Figure 1a, which employs conventional system interconnect for cross-socket communication.
Memory-centric network [20], which uses a mesh topology to connect all the memory modules W/ Xbar NoC
Distributed Memory-centric network [20]. Extra links are added to connect a processor to multiple nearby memory nodes W/ Xbar NoC
Our proposed unified intra- and inter-memory network, as shown in Figure 8, W/ reduction/dispersion tree based NoC
uMemnet with compression/decompression support.
uMemnet with compression/decompression support and power management.

TABLE III: Different synthetic traffic patterns
Uniform-Random
Hotspot

Every processor sends an equal amount of traffic to every memory node.
Every processor sends a large portion (e.g. 50%) of traffic to a single memory node. The rest of the traffic distribution is uniformrandom.
The number of local memory access v.s. remote memory access is controlled by a ratio.

Local-remote-ratio

TABLE IV: Real in-memory computing workload characteristics
Spark-wordcount

A ”wordcount” job running on Spark, which counts the number of occurrences of each word in the Wikipedia dataset provide in
BigDataBench [2].
A ”grep” job running on Spark, which extracts matching strings from text files and counts how many times they occurred with the
Wikipedia dataset provide in BigDataBench [2].
A ”sort” job running on Spark, which sorts values by keys with the Wikipedia dataset provide in BigDataBench [2].
A measure of Twitter influence. From the graph analysis benchmark in CloudSuite [3]. Twitter dataset with 11M vertices. Data set
size 1.3GB, and GraphLab requires 4GB heap memory
An in-memory database system which simulates running 50 clients at the same time sending 100,000 total queries [49].
From CloudSuite [3], which simulates the behavior of a Twitter caching server using the Twitter dataset with 8 client threads, 200
TCP/IP connections, and a get/set ratio of 0.8.
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Fig. 13: Comparison of average packet latency and memory access latency with uniform-random and hotspot traffic.

hotspot, and local-remote-ratio, as described in Table III. In
addition, we build our simulator to be trace-driven for real
workload evaluation. We run various in-memory computing
workloads from CloudSuite [3], BigDataBench [2], and Redis
benchmark [49] on a Dell PowerEdge T630 server. Spark
1.4.1 [50] is used for all of the Spark jobs. Table IV sum-

marizes the workload and dataset characteristics.
We use a Pin-based [51] functional simulator to collect
instruction and memory traces when running these workloads.
The cache hierarchy in the Pin tool employs a 32KB L1,
2MB L2, and 32MB L3 with associativities of 16, 8, and
4, respectively. Note that the Pin tool does not contain a
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Fig. 14: Comparison of average packet latency and memory access latency with local-remote-ratio traffic.

detailed core model and thus we can only obtain the absolute
instruction ID of each memory access. However, we can
multiply the instruction IDs by an average CPI number (we
call it a multiplier) and generate a timestamp for each memory
access. For sensitivity study, we can sweep the value of
multiplier to generate different memory access intensities. As
a result, our trace files contain a sequence of tuples in the
format of <timestamp, address, read_or_write,
data>, which are further fed into our event-driven simulator
for performance evaluation.
C. Performance Evaluation
We use the simulator to evaluate the memory network
designs with both synthetic traffic and real workload traces.
1) Synthetic Traffic Evaluation
Figure 13 shows the average packet latency and average
memory access latency for two synthetic traffic patterns:
uniform-random and hotspot, as we sweep the injection rates
of memory access.
• Compared to prior memory-centric network designs
(MCN and dMCN), the conventional PCN design achieves
lower packet and memory access latency at very low injection
rates, but soon gets saturated. This is especially true for hotspot
traffic, in which PCN gets saturated easily at a low injection
rate of around 0.03 accesses/cycle.
• The dMCN design reduces the network latency with extra
links to connect a processor to multiple memory modules, but
the improvement is negligible for hotspot traffic.
• Our unified memory network (uMemnet) design achieves
the best performance at all times. There is only incremental
change to the end-to-end latency at uniform-random traffic. As
for hotspot traffic, the saturation point is effectively delayed
compared to other designs. Such significant latency reduction
is mainly owing to our light-weight intra-memory network
design with efficient I/O placement, which avoids clogging
inter-memory network traversals.
Additionally, we evaluate different processor-memory network designs with the local-remote-ratio traffic pattern, in
which we fix the injection rate of processors to be 0.05 and
sweep the ratio of local and remote memory access. For
example, in Figure 8a, the nearest four memory nodes (0, 1,
4, and 5) to processor 0 are treated as local memory nodes. As
shown in Figure 14, when the percentage of remote memory

traffic increases, the mean packet latency and memory access
latency increase for all network designs. On average, compared
to the PCN baseline, the MCN and dMCN designs achieve
27.6% and 31.3% packet latency reduction, which further leads
to 20.9% and 23.6% memory access latency reduction. Finally,
our proposed uMemnet design can reduce the average packet
latency by 45.8%, and average memory access latency by
33.8%.
2) Real Workloads Evaluation
We further evaluate different processor-memory network designs with the real workload traces we obtained. By sweeping
the value of CPI (multiplier), we can control the intensity of
memory accesses. For example, here we sweep the multiplier
from 60 to 30 to generate an increasing load of traffic. We
highlight several important observations based on the results
shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16:
• The conventional PCN design is not scalable as we
increase the memory access intensity, with the average packet
latency and average memory access latency increasing rapidly
due to severe network congestion.
• The MCN design enhances memory performance, but
still suffers from significant network delay as the traffic load
increases, which further causes severe memory access delay.
The distributed network design (dMCN) does not demonstrate
much performance improvement over MCN, even exhibiting
small performance degradation in many cases.
• With our proposed uMemnet, both intra- and intermemory traversals are accelerated. As a result, both the
average packet latency and memory access latency are reduced
significantly. However, we still observe a notable latency
increase when the issue interval (multiplier) shrinks to 30. On
average, uMemnet achieves 82.2% packet latency reduction
and 72.1% average memory access latency saving.
• With network compression (we use delta compression
[38], [39]) integrated with uMemnet, the average latency
numbers are further reduced. Moreover, the steep latency
increase due to the increased memory load is eliminated,
which indicates that network congestion is effectively mitigated by packet compression. On average, the packet latency
and memory access latency are reduced by 21.5% and 25.7%
respectively, compared to the uMemnet design.
• Power-gating unavoidably causes performance degradation but only incurs 6.6% packet latency increase and 4.1%
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Fig. 15: Comparison of average packet latency with different in-memory computing workloads
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Fig. 16: Comparison of average memory access latency with different in-memory computing workloads

memory access latency increase, compared to the uMemnet
design with compression support. With all techniques combined, we can achieve 83.5% packet latency reduction and
75.1% memory access latency reduction compared to the PCN
baseline. The energy benefit of our power management will
be described in the following subsection.
D. Energy Evaluation
Here we evaluate our processor-memory network design
from an energy perspective. We use Micron’s DDR4 SystemPower Calculator [52] to calculate the power consumption of
the DRAM layers. For the logic layer, we use McPAT [53]
to get the power consumption of the memory controllers,
assuming 16 vault MCs in total, and use DSENT [54] to
compare the power consumption of the various intra-memory
NoC configurations. Furthermore, energy consumption of a
link is modeled as 2.0 pJ/bit [20], [55].
We choose a moderate memory access intensity (multiplier
= 50) and compare the energy consumption of the memory
fabric in 32nm technology. As we can see from Figure 17a,
compared to the dMCN design, our uMemnet can achieve
17.7% energy saving with less redundant off-chip links and
lightweight intra-memory network. With compression support,
the number of packet accesses in the network will be reduced,
which saves a total of 21.4% network energy compared to
the uMemnet design. The energy reduction with compression
is not very significant as the static energy remains largely
unoptimized. Finally, with our link-level power-gating technique, compared to the dMCN design, we can effectively
achieve 35.3% network energy reduction. Furthermore, we
report the energy consumption of the entire memory system

in Figure 17b, which shows that our processor-memory network design with all techniques combined can achieve 22.1%
memory energy saving.
E. Hardware Evaluation
Table V reports the area and power of various intra-memory
NoC designs by modifying DSENT [54]. Overall, our unified
network with a reduction/dispersion tree based intra-memory
NoC can achieve 60.3% area saving and 70.7% power reduction compared to the decoupled network design.
TABLE V: Power and area comparision of different intra-memory
NoC
Decoupled network W/ Xbar NoC
Unified network W/ Xbar NoC
Unified network W/ mesh NoC
Unified network W/ tree NoC

Area(mm2 )
3.98
3.83
2.40
1.58

Power(W)
2.34
2.27
1.04
0.69

Additionally, we leverage delta compression [38], [39]
to compress network traffic. We verify our encoder/decoder
design by implementing the modules in behavioral Verilog,
creating a testbench, and simulating using Mentor Graphics
Modelsim. We further investigate the power and area overhead by synthesizing our Verilog using the Synopsys Design
Compiler, with 45nm technology node. Table VI shows the
area and power of the encoders/decoders. In total, they only
add 0.1017mm2 area, and 0.032W power consumption.
TABLE VI: Power and area overhead for delta compression
Encoder
0.00474

Area(mm2 )
Decoder
Total
0.00173
0.1017

Encoder
1.47e-3

Power(W)
Decoder
0.81e-3

Total
0.032
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Fig. 17: Comparisons of energy consumption with different processor-memory network designs

Furthermore, we synthesize our customized power-gating
scheme to determine the area overhead. Given 100 µs sample
window, 10 Gbps transfer rate per lane, and 16 buffers per
port, we need a 24-bit register and adder to track the buffer
utilization. Since there are 4 ports per node and two additional
bits to indicate the connectivity of two horizontal links, we
obtain the total area overhead per node to be 0.00292 mm2 at
most (only those dashed and red links in Figure 12 need to be
monitored), which is a negligible 0.19% overhead compared
to our intra-memory NoC. Combining all above hardware
modifications, we can achieve 57.6% area saving in the logic
layer compared to the design with decoupled network.

VII. Related Work
Memory Fabric: As the data rate of DRAM increases, the
number of DIMMs that can be supported on a conventional
multi-drop bus decreases. Alternatively, multiple DIMMs can
be connected using point-to-point links like the Fully-Buffered
DIMM design [56], but causes significant latency and power
overhead to traverse intermediate advanced memory buffers
(AMBs). There are also other DIMM tree [57], [58] and
ring [59] structures, but do not support disaggregated memory
pool architectures, and may only work with RF interconnect
or silicon photonics technologies. Initial efforts on memorycentric network [20], [21] are mainly for memory bandwidth
benefits in desktop applications, which lack intra-memory
network optimization, congestion avoidance, and power management. In contrast, we target at in-memory computing workloads, and provide a unified processor-memory network with
efficient network compression and link-level power-gating.
Memory Compression: Memory compression [40], [41],
[38] increases the effective memory capacity by storing data
in compressed format. However, the internal memory structure
needs to be heavily modified in order to support the variable
block sizes, and requires complex logic to locate the data in
memory. In contrast, our memory network compression strives
to reduce network traffic for bandwidth and energy benefits
without attempting to save memory capacity.
Network Compression: Unlike NoC compression [37],
[60], [39], [61] which usually deals with homogeneous tiled
on-chip multi-core architecture with symmetric cache traffic, memory network compression needs to be designed for
the asymmetric off-chip processor-to-memory traffic, which
exhibits unique traffic pattern and requires a different compression architecture. Also different from the simple memory
channel compression [62], [63], [42] with a single CPU

and memory node, memory network compression deals with
enormous number of data access in a pool of discrete memory
modules with variable distances.
Network Power Gating: Power gating [64] has been
recently explored in the NoC domain [44], [45], [46], [47],
[65], [66], [67] to aggressively shut down idle switches or
links for energy savings, but their schemes do not apply to
the off-chip domain due to the long sleep/wake-up overhead.
Recently Ahn et al. [55] explore dynamic lane on-off schemes
inside a single CPU-to-HMC channel. In contrast, we explore
power-gating at a memory network scale with a pool of
discrete memory nodes, which incurs new challenges in traffic
monitoring and also opportunities of link-level power-gating
due to unique traffic patterns. Moreover, we generalize the
power management scheme without making HMC-specific
assumptions.
Near-Data Computing: While we focus on in-memory
computing which mainly requires a large and fast main
memory to accommodate the entire dataset, there are orthogonal studies on near-data computing [68], [69], [70], [71]
which move the computation close to memory or even in
memory (the so-called processing-in-memory) to reduce data
movement. We do not make strong assumptions to integrate
complex compute logic in memory, but instead only add
simple routing/compression logic for efficient communication.

VIII. Conclusion
In this work, we analyze the design of memory network
to support in-memory computing. We study the inefficiencies
in previous proposals for such architectures, and propose
the co-optimization of intra- and inter-memory network. For
intra-memory network, we re-organize the NoC topology and
provide a smart I/O interface to enable efficient coordination
of intra- and inter-memory network, thus forming a unified
memory network architecture. For inter-memory network, we
propose a distance-aware network compression architecture
and a link-level power-gating algorithm, all based on the
unique traffic patterns. Experimental results show that our
holistic design of process-memory network can reduce the
memory access latency by 75.1% for real in-memory computing workloads, while achieving 22.1% total memory energy
reduction on average.
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